Scenes from R/O Week
Top: ZBT rushing at the Freshman Picnic. Left: The Baker House "rush" party. Right: Roulette party at DKE.
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At Harvard Trust, a checking account makes more cents for your dollars.

SERVICE-CHARGE FREE CHECKING.
At Harvard Trust you are entitled to a service-charge free checking account simply by keeping $100 in a Harvard Trust Savings Plan.
Most checking accounts give you an incentive to spend money.
At Harvard Trust, we give you a little incentive to save money.
And that makes sense for you.
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At Harvard Trust
Bank on us.

Cambridge • Arlington • Belmont • Concord • Lexington • Littleton
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**THE COOP**

**MIT STUDENT CENTER**

OUTDOOR SALE
TODAY (FRIDAY)

SAVE 1/3 2/3 AND MORE

MEN'S WEAR

Long-sleeved button-down shirts...
S.M.D. irregular turtleneck sweaters...
Summer clearance of short-sleeve print shirts...

Art Prints and Posters

Paper and Classical Records

Assorted Paperback Books

Men's and Junior's Sportswear

Final clearance of sheets
Twin, Full, Queen and King

This is only a partial listing

ALL SALES FINAL!